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Jupiter
• 70 % of the mass of the solar system
• Major role in shaping the solar system formation
• Our closest giant planet
– Archetype for extrasolar giant planets

• Central role in Jupiter system
– Tides
– Magnetic field
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EJSM Jupiter Science WG
Cosmic Vision 2005
How the Solar System work ?
Study Jupiter atmosphere and internal stucture

Decadal survey 2002
•
Committee recommended ‘Characterization of Jupiter’ as the key goal for Outer
Planets, with sub-goals of ‘Origin and Evolution’ and ‘Interiors and Atmospheres’
•
Juno will address bulk compositional questions, and an investigation of the interior
and atmosphere below the cloud-tops.
•
EJSM would extend the atmospheric characterization above the cloud-tops, to
investigate dynamic and chemical coupling between:
(a) the deep interior convection and weather-layer dynamics;
(b) the troposphere and the middle atmosphere;
(c) the lower atmosphere and ionosphere/thermosphere; and
(d) the Jovian atmospere and the immediate interplanetary environment (magnetosphere,
satellite and ring system).

–
–
–
–

•

Together, EJSM and Juno would provide the tools to significantly enhance our
understanding of fundamental physical processes in gas giant atmospheres.
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EJSM Origins WG: Key questions
Cosmic Vision 2005
What are the conditions for planet formation and emergence of life ?
1. How Jupiter formed? What is the main process leading to the formation
•

Was the core formed first, and the gas captured later or the core was formed by
differentiation of an originally “quasi-uniform” self gravitating gas sphere?

2. How the satellites formed ?
•

Was their formation related to the formation of the central body, or took place later?

3. How different is the present Jovian system from the original system ?
•

To which kind of dynamical and physical evolution the Jovian system underwent ?

4. When and how were the irregular satellites captured ?
1. What mechanism allowed stable captures, and was the nebular gas
involved?
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EJSM Mission
Science Requirement
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What is asteroseismology ?
• As for Terrestrial Planets, asteroseismology allows the
determination of internal structure from wave speed
• The low damping allows wave to become stationary.
• Eigenmodes are driven by pressure or buoyancy (or both)
• Oscillations modes can be described by spherical harmonics
of order n and degree ℓ
• Measurement of eigenmode frequencies allows differential
recovery of internal structure and dynamics

νobs - νtheoretical

Inversion method
ρobs - ρtheoretical
SF2A 2011, Paris
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Achievements of asteroseismology
• Helioseismology

Grec, Fossat & Pomerantz, Nature, 1980

• Precise density profile (<0.1 %)

• Radial and azimutal rotation
• Equation of state, composition,
opacities, neutrinos, convection, origin
of magnetic field, angular momentum, …

•Asteroseismology

SOHO/MDI

• Satelittes COROT, KEPLER

• Ground based observations (high precision
spectroscopy)
• Solar-type stars, red giants, white dwarfs
• Periods from minutes to years
• Mass, age, chemical composition, distance, ...
• Evolution theory, convection, rotation, diffusion, ...
SF2A 2011, Paris
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Asteroseismology of giant planets
The internal structure is badly known.
Unanswered questions: abundance, EOS, PPT
transition, rotation model, dynamo,…

The key questions:
Does Jupiter have a core ?
If any, what size/mass ?
What is its contents in heavy element ?
from Guillot et al. 2004

Scenarios of formation of giant
planets:
• Accretion of gas in the disk
around a core of about 10 ME
• Direct formation by gravitational
instability
Jupiter interior hides history of
Solar System
SF2A 2011, Paris
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Seismology vs gravitational data
Weighting functions
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Gravitational moment
measurements
probe the outer regions
Guillot, 2005
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Detection of acoustic modes

 Best detection level: 1 bar
 Velocity measurement
 2D images and velocity maps at 1 frame/mn
 Mode frequencies = [0.5 - 3.5] mHz
 Mode amplitudes = [10 - 50] cm/s (Bercovici and Schubert, 1987)
SF2A 2011, Paris
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First detection of Jovian global oscillations
• Ground based observations of radial
velocities with dedicated instrument
• Selection of antisymetric modes
l=1, m=0 and l=1,m=1
• The PDS of the corresponding time series
reveals the presence of power excess in the
range [800 – 3000] µHz
• ~ 20 individual peaks with mean
amplitude of 30 cm/s ± 10 cm/s
• Regularly spaced peaks:
mean spacing ∆ν0= 154.5 µHz ± 1.5 µHz
• The fundamental frequency is related to the
mean density
• In good agreement with most recent models
Full potentiel will come from individual modes
identification i.e. long continuous observation
with good spatial resolution (l=100)

A space mission is required
SF2A 2011, Paris

Gaulme et al, in press
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Coupling between interior and atmopshere
Some key questions on Circulation and Dynamics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Differential rotation
Origin of forcing
Origin of jets & zonal bands
Role of moist convection
Tropical dynamics
Long-lived eddies
Tropospheric waves
…
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Key questions on Circulation and Dynamics
1. Differential rotation
• Deep circulation or shallow
‘weather layer’?
• How deep is ‘deep’?

Williams (1978)

– Incompressible (Boussinesq)
– Anelastic

Gravitational moments + high
degree modes
2. Origin of forcing ?
3. Origin of jets & zonal bands
Local seismology
Vertical velocity

SF2A 2011, Paris
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Internal rotation and waves
• Mode confinement by cavity deformation (F. Lignières)
• Inertial and gravito-inertial waves
• Tidal dissipation
– Turbulent viscosity
– Presence of discontinuities
– Evolution of angular momentum in Jovian system
• Coupling with atmosphere
• Origin of magnetic field

SF2A 2011, Paris

Zahn 1975
Mathis 2009
Ogilvie & Lin
2004
Rieutord &
Valdetarro
2010

S. Mathis
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Atmospheric explosion on Jupiter
SL9: Wave detection
Existence of a stable layer in the troposphere
Constraints on the conditions and
composition ( water contents)
Ingersoll et al

SF2A 2011, Paris

H. Hammel et al, MIT
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Waves in the troposphere

• Meso-scale (inertia-gravity) wave
packets (λ ~ 300 km)
• Bias on velocity measured by cloud
tracking
• Large-scale (m<20) zonal
wave trains in tropospheric clouds and
thermal maps
– Often slowly moving (in System III)
– Quasi-barotropic/deeply
penetrating?
– Origin - Rossby waves?
SF2A 2011, Paris
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Conclusion
• Asteroseismology opens a brand new window on giant planet
structure and evolution
• JUICE offers a unique opportunity to study Jupiter as a whole
(from core to the upper atmosphere)
• Strong implication on
– Solar system formation and evolution
– High pressure physics
– Comparaison with extrasolar giant planets
• Highlights on
– General circulation, coupling between deep interior and atmosphere,
waves propagation, internal rotation, origin of magnetic field, evolution
of angular momentum
Complementarity between velocity and image in visible domain (+ polarimetry)
JUNO and JUICE will provide a precise view on interior and meteo
Objectives can be achieved in scenario 1 and 2
SF2A 2011, Paris
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Key questions on Circulation and Dynamics:
2. Origin of forcing?
• Deep interior
convection?
– Busse (1976)

• Differential solar
heating?
– Schneider & Liu (2009)

• Moist (H2O-based)
convection?
– Showman (2007)

SF2A 2011, Paris
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Key questions on Circulation and Dynamics: 3.
Origin of Jets & zonal
bands?
Cassini ISS
winds (Porco et al. 2003)







Results from inverse
turbulent energy
cascades?
Small-scale eddies
energise large-scale
jets
β − uyy < 0 in easterly
jets
Barotropically
unstable…?

Key questions on Circulation and Dynamics:
4. Role of moist convection?

• Deep, isolated convective storms
(Gierasch et al. 2000)
– Cells ~100s km across
• Associated lightning
• Found mainly in cyclonic regions and
BELTS…?

Key questions on Circulation and Dynamics:
5. Tropical dynamics?
• Prograde equatorial jet
– Driven by waves or interior
heat source?
• Hot Spots, plumes and
(equatorial) Rossby waves?
– Ortiz et al. (1998), Friedson
(2005)

• Wave-driven Quasiquadrennial oscillation
– Orton et al (1991), Leovy et al.
(1991)
– Perturbations in cloud-level
winds? (Simon-Miller et al. 2007)

Key questions on Circulation and Dynamics:
6. Long-lived eddies
• Family of long-lived coherent
vortices
– Includes Great Red Spot,
White Ovals (inc. red Oval BA),
Voyager B-spots and cyclonic
‘barges’
• Stable despite being surrounded
by strongly turbulent flows….?
• Vorticity structure?
• Vertical structure?
• Sources of energy & vorticity?

Key questions on Circulation and Dynamics:
7. Extra-tropical waves
• Large-scale (m<20) zonal
wave trains in tropospheric
clouds and thermal maps
– Often slowly moving (in
System III)
– Quasi-barotropic/deeply
penetrating?
– Origin - Rossby waves?
• Meso-scale (inertia-gravity)
wave packets (λ ~ 300 km)
– Diagnostic of underlying
static stability? [Flasar &
Gierasch (1986)]

Li et al.
(2006)

Arregi et
al. (2009)

Probing internal structure with seismology

Frequency range = [0.5,3] mHz

from Gudkova et al. 1995
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What is the size of the Jovian core ?
Constrain from gravitational moments

SF2A 2011, Paris
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Seismology vs gravitational data
Weighting functions
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Gravitational moment
measurements
directly probe the outer regions
Guillot, 2005
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Jovian seismology
• Theoretical works: Vorontsov 76, Bercovici & Schubert 87, Gudkova &
Zarkhov 99, Lognonné 2007
– mode frequencies = [0.5, 3] mHz
– mode amplitudes = [1, 100] cm/s
– Observation until degree l = 25 allows us to probe until the He-H2
transition

SF2A 2011, Paris
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The tidal fluid velocity fields

Zahn 1966
Remus,
Mathis &
Zahn 2011

Zahn 1975
Mathis 2009
Ogilvie & Lin
2004

If excited by stellar irradiation: thermal tide
2nd CoRoT Symposium; June 14-17 2011, Marseille

Rieutord &
Valdetarro
2010

